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ABSTRACT— The need for security means has brought from the fact of privacy of data especially after the
communication revolution in the recent times. The advancement of data mining and machine learning technology has
paved the road for establishment an efficient attack prediction paradigm for protecting of large scaled networks. In
this project, computer network intrusions had been eliminated by using smart machine learning algorithm. Referring
a big dataset named as KDD computer intrusion dataset which includes large number of connections that diagnosed
with several types of attacks; the model is established for predicting the type of attack by learning through this data.
Feed forward neural network model is outperformed over the other proposed clustering models in attack prediction
accuracy.
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_________________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
It has been realized from the literature survey that internet as a public network imposes plenty of challenges on data
security [14]. The solutions proposed in the literature involves using of virtual; private network in the standard format to
secure the data over such public networks [1][15]. One of the big issues that has been realized from the current
approaches of virtual private network is that: using the same paradigm cannot be used to prevent all types of attacks and
to secure whole web application. More likely, this is done applying the ordinary virtual private network that securing the
two connections through the internet in personal computer into the data security in companies or institution (campus)
networks. From the other hand, it was realized that virtual private networks protocols are sensitive for particular attacks
or malwares whereas the other malwares or attacks are remained untraceable in virtual private network [2]. Some other
tools are proposed for protection purposes by prevention the foreign requests unless it is pre-defined in the routing data.
The same can stand with the case of data flooding applications such as ecommerce and social applications. Intermediate
gates and software could be used to prevent the malfunctioning requests, the same is realized having negative impact on
the network performance from the throughput, time delay, packets drop rates point of views. The main task of virtual
private network is imposing the security over the network while the other aspects alike network performance guaranties
are not gain their priority level in the research [3]. The number of nodes can be varied from two nodes and can be
extended further according to the networking constrains. The security of data is remained disputed even over the virtual
private networks which make the last (virtual private network) unable to face this security threat. The term virtual is
standing for assumable (imaginary) connections that made as a part of plenty of connections involved in a real (physical)
network [4] [5]. Firewalls and other software defined networks are tended to enhance the security and to ensure more
privacy to the users’ data. The advancement of software technology and electronic component manufacturing led to the
invention of software defined network. Such networks are using data technology such as machine learning algorithms for
detection the attack and hence feedback signal can be transmitted to the firewall for blocking the suspicious inward
request discovered by the machine learning algorithm. [21]

2. DATASET DESCRIPTION
Intrusion is a famous challenge that come access any network especially those with large number of users such as
internet network. Over the internet there are tons of the software defined networks which are linking a plenty of users
from different locality in the globe. However, users are getting access into the interne network through smaller networks
that acts as relay. So-to-say, routing log data was obtained from open source database inventory where one thousand
inward web request were recorder. Each request is representing an incoming web connection for a particular network
operating over the internet [6] [7]. Each connection is representing a type of attack that aimed for network penetration.
The dataset is made by monitoring some features for each connection aiming to classify the said connection according to
the type of attack it represents. the last column of the dataset is represented the target or the classes that made according
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to understand each attack features.
Pre-processing Model
The data cells on the dataset are being observed in order to prepared it for the so-called pre-processing. The data is
included of large number of entries which represents the connection properties of large number of users (one thousand
user). Each user is demonstrated by set of connection features as stated above. The challenges that might be addressed
through the pre-processing model can be enlisted as following: a> data might be included with missing cells that are
raised due to several aspects including the storage bad sector which lead to damage some data and hence it looks alike
missing data. All the missing data are usually substituted with question marks, hashes, or even terms alike “missing”.
b> missing data are to be recovered using the method of column values averaging which means each column with
missing data is to be treated by adding all the columns values together and dividing the result of the summation by the
number of elements situated in the column except those which said as missing. Equation 1 demonstrates the missing
values substitutionary values, Figure 1 is demonstrating the model structure of missing values recovery.
Let column “A” witnessing a three missing values that denoted as question marks in their particular cells (?);
Let “S” is the summation of total column elements;
Let “N” is the total count number of column elements;
Let “M” is the total number counts the missing vales.
Hence, the missing value will be retained by fulfilling the equation 4.1.
(1)

Figure 1: Missing values evaluation and substitution.
From the other hand, data normalization is the last step that conduced during the per-processing task[ 19]. The dataset
after the decoding is appearing with codes stated in Table 4.2 only where no other unknown alphabets or numbers is
longer existed. At the end of the encoding stage, data will be ready to be in warded into the machine learning paradigms.
However, one more step can be performed for enhancing the performance of training by normalizing the data. Data in
each cell over the dataset can be normalized by fining the peak value of every column and then dividing the entire
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column elements by that value. The same is yielding new appearance of the data which has value of “one” as the
maximum value (new peak) and all other values are divisions of this new peak. However, the process of normalization
are made to enhance the training performance by minimizing the variance of the overall values in dataset.

3. INTRUSION SESING
Machine learning as well as deep learning approaches were used to perform data clustering tasks in order to predict
the intrusion attack. in the first stage of processing, the dataset is made ready for this process as the data can be feed into
the algorithm and the algorithm can decided wither this connection is an attack or not. However, four type of classes are
being associated with the test dataset as listed in Table 1. Figure 2 demonstrates the role of the clustering technology
performed by both machine learning and deep learning approaches for detecting of the attack.
Table 1 Target classes illustrating the number of classes the target vector.
Class name
Normal
snmpgetattack
Xlock
Smurf

Class code
0
1
2
3

Figure 2: Decision making in clustering method (general representation).

4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
In order to safe safeguard the network against any malicious attack, a Feed Forward neural Network is utilized to
develop a smart attack prevention paradigm. This paradigm may predict occurrence of attack depending of the attitude of
each attack before it is actually take place. Model employing the feed forward neural network for predicting the
malicious activities [7] [8]. In order to use this model, the feed forward neural network is being trained using a dataset of
network attacks attitudes. Data set is included with large number of connections, those connections included with attack
(malicious connection) as well as safe connection [10]. Every connection was diagnosed and accordingly the target
column is made to classify the data according to the nature of connection. The attack prevention model is working
according to the following steps.[17]
i> network attacks dataset is downloaded from open access data bank and used in the further steps of the system.
ii> dataset is pre-processed in order to convert any alphabetic entry into numerical entry. From the other hand, all the
values (numbers) in the dataset is being normalized in order to reduce the variance between the data cells which may
enhance the performance of model training in hereinafter.
iii> there was no missing values in the dataset entries so-no missing value recovery program was made.
v> Feed Forward Neural Network model is used for implementing the model of attack prevention. A prediction process
is made firstly by letting the model training using eighty percent of the data.[18]
iv> after successful training of the model, model is tested using the remained twenty percent of the dataset.
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The performance of the feed forward neural network model is compared with baseline clustering technologies namely:
Agglomerative clustering algorithm, DB scan clustering algorithm, K-means clustering and Mini batch K-means
clustering. All the mentioned algorithms are made to produce the decision of attack type and performs the operations
that similar to the process done by feed forward neural network [11] [12].
FFNN model is first initiated by preforming of fifty iteration with random wright allotment (ordinary FFNN model).
Hence after, model is optimized using the weight freezing method which involved selecting the optimal weight
coefficients out of the iterated weight in the ordinary model to be the permanent weight of the model. The Freeze FFNN
model is eventually observed to be outperformed over the other clustering techniques. [20].

5. RESULTS
Each clustering algorithm is made to perform the task of attack clustering so that the attack can be predicted foreach
incoming web request before it is actually takes place. The performance of each algorithm is determined using three
performance metrics namely: mean absolute error, mean square error and accuracy of clustering. However, the Tables 3
below illustrates the performance metrics for each algorithm.
Table 3- Performance metric for the attack clustering.
Clustering
MAE
MSE
Accuracy
Agglomerative
1.8653
3.7714
51
clustering
DB scan
2.1395
7.7128
13.3
K-means
1.9666
4.2407
46
Mini batch
1.8897
3.8897
50.1
FFNN (Freeze
0.9172
2.6142
98
model)

6. CONCLUSIONS
Networks are highly susceptible for malware and malicious attacks since it is operating over a public network like
internet. The cost of attack prevention machinery and network components is far expensive than network itself in some
applications. Hence, the current trends of network protection alike virtual private networks are also can’t stand to face the
fluctuation on the attacks which are developed a lot due to the software and computer advancement in the current rea. In
this project, a smart attack prediction approach is proposed in which predicting the attack by learning through the
behaviors of each incoming connection. However, big dataset issuers which is involved a thousand connections, each
connection is being featured by several properties such as connection duration, service protocol, number of error, etc. two
approaches of learning are used namely deep learning approach (e.g. Feed Forward Neural Network) and machine
learning clustering approaches’ (e.g. Agglomerative clustering algorithm, DB scan clustering algorithm, K-means
clustering and Mini batch K-means clustering). Results shown that Feed Forward neural network is outperformed for
attack clustering and attack prediction with prediction performance of 98 percent. On the other hand, the second best
prediction performance is realized on Agglomerative clustering followed by mini batch, K-means and DB Scan
respectively. The other performance metrics are also revealed the same point that is feed forward neural network is the
optimum intrusion prediction algorithm.
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